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A full guide to

Building Startups on AWS
There has never been a better time for entrepreneurs to
start their own business — with the internet and the
expansion of smart, digital technology. There many tools

out there to help build a new company from the ground
up — including AWS. 


AWS offers lots of opportunities and services for startups.
But with so much choice, it can be hard for startup
founders to know what to do, where to start and how.

In this whitepaper, we’ll help you understand:
the potential opportunities using
AWS services can bring to your
startup

how you can take those
opportunities to drive growth and
success in 2022 and beyond.

The Main Challenges for Startups in 2022
The primary challenge for almost any startup is attracting
investments to help fund growth plans. But technical
challenges also come with the need to provide products
and services that cater to digitally-native consumers.

Research from GWI reveals that the typical global internet
user now spends almost 7 hours per day using the internet
across various devices.

With so much time invested online, these consumers
expect slick and easy-to-navigate experiences with the
products they use, as research demonstrates:

These numbers mean startups need to build better, fasterscaling apps with bigger capacity and more resources.

70

52

65

of users abandon an app if it
takes too long to load

of users are frustrated by
overall app performance

of users say a poor mobile
experience negatively impacts
their opinion of the brand

%

%

Scalability is crucial because, even if startups are successful
in their initial fundraising and marketing phases, they can
often fail if they don’t have the digital infrastructure to
handle the flow of data this initial success will bring.

%

So scalability and user experience are two of the key
challenges startups face in 2022.

AWS Benefits for Startups
in 2022
Affordable pricing
AWS enables startups to build and run any type of application, including a social
network, a smart city, genomic research, gaming, video streaming, online banking,
and many others virtually. You can use those services without upfront costs or
long-term commitments.


This lack of upfront cost can solve cash flow issues common for startups, and the
flexibility of use can suit new businesses without clearly defined processes or
infrastructure.

Improved customer acquisition
AWS for Startups includes tools such as Amazon Advertising, AWS Marketplace and
Amazon Launchpad, which can combine to offer a robust infrastructure for lead
generation and management, helping startups attract new customers more quickly.

24/7 Support
Since AWS offers so many technical services and the platforms can be quite
complex, Amazon offers 24/7 support for startups. A startup manager can request
a call with the company’s software engineers to facilitate team onboarding and
AWS management if needed.

Scalability
Amazon offers business owners a pay-as-you-go model, allowing you to expand the
infrastructure as active users grow, keeping relevant AWS cost optimisation.

On top of that, AWS has a variety of tools that help business owners accommodate more users on the website,
store larger volumes of user data, and navigate it more efficiently. 


To learn more about the benefits of AWS for tech startups in 2022, read our blog here.

How to start with AWS

Getting Started: The Founder’s Journey on AWS
The first step for Startup founders looking to build their
companies using AWS is to contact an AWS representative,
who will ask you about your business and what you need
and be able to guide you through the process of getting
started and beginning to grow. 


For beginners, the best tools to start with are in the site's
‘Where to begin’ section. Use these to learn how to build
essential mobile apps, web apps and public-facing APIs and
how to put a basic technology infrastructure in place.

Once you’re up and running, you can consider instead of
begin to think about scaling your business on AWS. Speak
to an AWS representative again, or visit the pages on
Machine Learning, Serverless for Startups, or Containers
for Startups.


It might seem like there’s so much to wade through with
AWS that you don’t know what to do, but as a beginner,
your first port of call is to register an account, speak to a
representative and choose the basic tools to get you
started.

Learning how to use AWS in 3 steps
With so many services and tools, it can feel complicated to start with AWS, but there is a defined 3-step program to help
startups get up to speed with AWS as fast as possible.

#1
Learn best practices to set up your account and environment
This tutorial features 4 modules and guides you through setting up your AWS account and development environment,
allowing you to interact with your AWS account and provision any resources you need for building a system programmatically.
This guide teaches you to:

Create an IAM user to use in the account


Create a new AWS account


Set up the AWS CLI


Secure the root user

Set up a Cloud9 environment

#2
Get to know the AWS Management Console
The AWS Management Console is a web application that comprises a broad collection of service consoles for managing AWS
resources. When you first sign in, you see the Console Home page. The home page provides access to each service console
and offers a single place to access the information you need to perform your AWS-related tasks. You can customize the
Console Home page by adding, removing, and rearranging widgets.
This tutorial teaches you how to use all of those features,
enabling you to quickly learn:
The different sections of the Console Home


How to switch AWS Regions


How to access account information

How to work with widgets on the Console Home

#3
Install and learn the AWS Cloud Development Kit (CDK)
This guide takes you through setting up and configuring the AWS Cloud Development Kit (CDK) on your workstation and
getting you up and running to create your first AWS resources with Infrastructure as Code.
AWS CDK is an open-sourse software development framework that allows you to define your cloud application resources
using familiar programming languages, like JavaScript, TypeScript, Python, Java, C#, and Go. The code you write transpires
into CloudFormation (CFN) templates and creates the infrastructure using AWS CloudFormation.
In the tutorials for this guide, you will learn how to:

Install and configure the AWS CDK CLI

Create your first CDK project

Deploy your first infrastructure

It’s important to complete these three steps in order
as there are prerequisites for steps 2 & 3, which can
only be fulfilled by completing step 1.

to Interact with
AWS Startup team

Who to subscribe to
for AWS updates and
opportunities

How

Startups need to ensure they don’t sacrifice
security for scalability by exposing sensitive data
to potential breaches or misuse. AWS provides
opportunities to scale quickly and innovate whilst
maintaining a secure environment at a low cost.

Amazon Web Services (AWS)
AWS Startups

Connect with the AWS Startups team
Official Global LinkedIn page

and start building today

for Amazon Web Services

Watch, learn, and get inspired by startup leaders
The following individuals regularly post news and opportunities on LinkedIn and may provide a
practical insight into AWS startup services or announcing programs:

fer Shayo
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o-Founded Tvinci (aquired
by Kaltura)

Marius Müller-Minde

aso Araque Barriuso

Itx

usiness Leader, Northern
Europe Startups at AWS

Head of Startup
Segment

Mirabela D.

Sophia Granfors

Soha Hohnecker

Startup Solutions Architect at
AWS

Startup Marketing Manager
EMEA at Amazon Web Services

Head of EMEA Marketing | Startup
and DNB at Amazon Web Services
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David Weiner

Head of ISV & Digital Native
Segments

Sr. Manager Sales Startup DACH
at Amazon Web Services

C

Shahar Vigdor
Startup Segment Lead at
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
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What it means to build
on AWS
Whether you want to build your first application or simple
scale your business, AWS can help. 


AWS is the world’s most comprehensive and broadly
adopted cloud platform, offering over 200 fully featured
services from data centres globally. Millions of customers—
including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises,
and leading government agencies—have used AWS to
lower costs, become more agile, and innovate faster.

AWS works with startups by providing a comprehensive
range of tools, documentation and resources that can
connect you to new opportunities, from developing go-tomarket strategies to finding new customer bases to expand
your business into new markets.

You can use AWS to build or develop
all areas of your business.

How to use AWS to build your application stack

AWS Amplify

Configure Your Backend

Connect your App

Integrate UI Components

Develop full-stack web and
mobile apps using Amplify
products and tools

Use the Apmplify admin UI or
CLI to create a new AWS
backend or bring your own
AWS backend

Use Amplify libraries to

Accelerate app
development with Amplify
UI components

You can use AWS Amplify to build your entire application
stack. The above image demonstrates the different
functions and processes AWS Amplify can assist. 


With AWS Amplify, you can build extensible, full-stack web
and mobile apps from development deployment and scale
them as your company grows.

connect your app to your
cloud backend

Amplify simplifies web or mobile app configuration, app
connection, web frontend UI construction and app content
management outside the AWS platform.

 

Amplify’s tools (Amplify Studio and Amplify Hosting) can be
used simultaneously or in isolation to build and ship an
expandable and feature-rich app in days.

Choosing the right
database solution with
AWS
AWS hosts a range of databases on its cloud platform:

Amazon Aurora

Amazon DynamoDB

Amazon DocumentDB

Known for speed and simplicity,
it is best for SaaS apps like ERP,
CRM, and eCommerce.

A powerful platform used for
querying data, it can handle
more than 10 trillion requests
per daily, at peaks of more than
20 million requests per second.

A fast, fully managed document
database service, DocumentDB
is built to store and query data
as documents.

Amazon Quantum Ledger Database

Amazon Redshift

Centralized blockchain service is used to store data
for apps that require centralized, trusted authority.
An ideal choice for tracking financial information,
e-commerce transactions, HR and payroll
information, logistics and manufacturing data.

The most popular AWS database, hosting more than
15,000 active customers. Its high performance and
scalability make it a good choice for any business
with mission-critical analytical workloads. It’s the best
option for mobile and web apps, gaming and IoT.

Amazon TimeStream

Amazon Neptune

Amazon ElastiCache

Provides optimized database
services for IoT devices and
smart machines entering the
market. Its speciality is timeseries data and is best suited
for IoT applications, DevOps
and industrial telemetry.

A purpose-built graph database
service, it is optimized for the
storage of complex data
relationships which can be
queried quickly. It is a good
choice for social networking,
recommendation engines, and
fraud detection.

As a provider of in-memory
data storage and cache for
apps and websites, it simplifies
the management and
monitoring of in-memory
environments. Ideal for caching,
chat, BI and analytics, session
store and gaming leaderboards.

Choosing the right
compute solution with
AWS
The optimal compute solution will depend on application
design, usage patterns and configuration settings. Different
solutions are used for other purposes, influenced by the
components and features to improve performance

Amazon’s Elastic Cloud
Compute (EC2)
offers extensive compute functions and
granular control for infrastructure
management with processors, storage, and
networking options. AWS container services
provide the best choice and flexibility to run
the containers.

AWS Lambda
is another compute option within AWS,
providing an event-driven computing service
that runs code in response to events and
automatically manages the computing
resources required by that code. This also
offers great flexibility, with the option to run
code in response to events from more than
150 natively integrated AWS and software as a
service (SaaS) sources.

Building a secure and
compliant solution from
scratch with AWS
Startups need to ensure they don’t sacrifice security for
scalability by exposing sensitive data to potential breaches
or misuse. AWS provides opportunities to scale quickly and
innovate whilst maintaining a secure environment at a low
cost.

Safeguards are in place to keep data secure and protect
privacy, and compliance requirements are met through the
cloud platform infrastructure programs.

On AWS, building a secure and compliant solution
follows 4 steps:
#1

Prevent
you can define user permissions and
identities and set infrastructure and data
protections measure to ensure smooth
implementation of new platforms.

Detect

#2

AWS gives greater visibility into your startup’s
security posture with enhanced monitoring
services, enabling scalable testing and
auditing to maintain security over time.

#3

Respond
AWS also provides automated incident
response and recovery, enabling security
or IT teams to focus on analyzing root
causes rather than dealing with initial
response.

Remediate
Event-driven automation allows you to quickly
remediate and secure your startup’s IT
environment in near real-time, saving you
from costly downtime or complex fixes.

#4

AWS pricing and
billing models
AWS allows you to pay for the individual services for as long

AWS offers 4 major pricing models, which can be examined

as they are needed and utilized without any long-term

in further detail. These are the main things to know about

contract. Should you discontinue, there are no additional

those 4 models.

costs or cancellation fees.

Spot Instances
This model offers up to 90% off the on-demand price
without a long-term commitment as well as a reduced cost
of running applications when looking to scale quickly.

Savings Plans
Provides an hourly spend commitment which can result
in discounts of up to 72%.

Reserved Instances
Simpler to set up and maintain than spot instances, longterm commitments offer up to 72% discounts.

Visit our in-depth article
for a complete overview on AWS Pricing Models:

Free tools &
resources from
AWS Activate
AWS Activate provides startups with tools and
resources, including AWS credits, and AWS
Support credits, to help startups quickly get
started on AWS and grow while optimizing
performance, managing risks, and controlling
costs.

To learn more about the best AWS Startup tools,
visit our guides to AWS Management tools,
AWS DevOps tools and AWS Testing tools.

AWS credits

#1

Startups receive up to the US $100,000 in
AWS credits to spend on AWS services,
enabling you to start immediately at no
upfront cost. Once you set up your AWS
Startups account, you can apply for these
credits, which will automatically be applied to
your account to offset eligible AWS Services
fees.

AWS Support plan credits

#2

Event-driven automation allows you to quickly
remediate and secure your startup’s IT
environment in near real-time, saving you
from costly downtime or complex fixes.

Build on AWS templates

#3

Pre-built infrastructure templates and
reference architectures, developed by experts
at AWS and based on AWS best practices, can
be deployed in under an hour. These help in
the construction of reliable, secure, and
optimized infrastructure. These are available
on the Activate Console in the form of easily
deployable templates. Simply click on the
templates tab to get started using them.

AWS Activate Founders
As part of the AWS Activate program, the
Activate Founders package offers up to the
US $1,000 credits to selected startups.
Successful applicants will receive up to the US
$1,000 in Activate Credits and the US $350 in
Developer Support Credits, pre-built
infrastructure templates, exclusive offers, and
more. Again, apply for these through the
Activate Console.

#4

Choosing the Best AWS
technical services for startup
product development
AWS offers numerous technical services, from
infrastructure technologies like compute,
storage, and databases to emerging
technologies such as machine learning and
artificial intelligence, data lakes and analytics,
Internet of Things, and many more.

It’s important to note that as part of the shared model,
AWS has requirements for the infrastructure and the
business provides the control measures within the use of
AWS services. Examples of shared controls include:

Some give you complete control while AWS
manages the infrastructure and underlying
resources, which can be useful for startups
with limited resources.

Others will have AWS taking responsibility for
the operation and security of the entire stack
so all that is left for you to do is use it — this is
called a shared responsibility model

Patch Management

patching and fixing defects within the infrastructure are
AWS's responsibilities, but clients are responsible for
patching their guest OS and applications.

Configuration Management

AWS maintains the configuration of infrastructure devices,
but the business client manages guest operating systems,
databases and applications.

Awareness & Training

where AWS trains AWS employees, business clients must
train their employees.

Here is a list the the best
AWS technical services
for startups:
Analytics & Data Lakes
Securely store, categorize, and analyze all your data in one
centralized repository. Learn more.

Machine Learning
Build and deliver robust services, platforms, and the
broadest machine learning framework support anywhere.
Learn more.

Serverless Computing
Build and run applications and services without
thinking about servers. Learn more.

Storage
Durable, cost-effective options for backup, disaster
recovery, and data archiving at a petabyte scale.
Learn more.

Startup Programs at AWS
AWS offers a broad range of Startup Programs to support
startup founders as they launch, grow, and scale their
businesses. Anyone who is looking to take their startup to
the next stage of growth can use the Startup Programs
service.

To meet the marketplace's varying demands, AWS offers
different opportunities to startups, such as technical
validation programs, go-to-market support and sales
enablement. AWS also supports promotion with a cloudenabled infrastructure that can handle a flood of new data
from new users. We will discuss specific services in detail
below.

Growth opportunities
with AWS
AWS offers a number of programs designed to connect startups with new growth opportunities,
including developing go-to-market strategies and finding new customer bases to expand your
business. These opportunities are tailored to your business, too, so as you grow, so do the
potential opportunities gained through the following programs.

AWS Partner Network (APN)
The AWS Partner Network (APN) is a global network of 100,000 partners from over
150 countries. The AWS Global Startup program is an invite-only, go-to-market
program supporting mid-to-late stage startups that have raised institutional
funding, achieved product-market fit, and are ready to scale.


This program offers your startup unique support by assigning Partner
Development Managers (PDMs) with deep AWS knowledge and startup or business
development experience. Get support for your business in three key areas: product
development, go-to-market, and co-sell.

AWS Marketplace
AWS Marketplace makes it easy for startups to grow at scale by giving you access to
millions of AWS customers looking for innovative products from startups like you.
We help you get the visibility you need to gain traction in the market, allowing you
more time to focus on your core business.

AWS Public Sector Startup Ramp
AWS Public Sector Startup Ramp is a program designed to help startups build and
scale innovative solutions for the public sector. The program helps startups build
and scale innovative solutions on AWS. The program offers the tools and resources
needed to overcome challenges and give your startup a head start.

AWS Acceleration
programs
AWS offers accelerator programs that assist startups in moving onto the next stage of growth.

AWS Startup Loft Accelerator
he AWS Startup Loft Accelerator is a program focused
on supporting early-stage startups in the EMEA region with
technology, product development, go-to-market advice and
getting startups funded ready.

A custom-made virtual program, successful founders can
join this 10-week virtual, equity-free acceleration program
to receive tailored personal training and support with
access to experts, investors, and some of the world’s most
successful entrepreneurs, who have built their businesses
on AWS. They can also join a large community of
entrepreneurs to share knowledge, experience, and advice.

Simply visit the Startup Loft Accelerator page, click Apply
Now and fill in the application form to join the program.

AWS EdStart

The Amazon Web Services educational technology (EdTech) startup accelerator AWS EdStart is designed to help
entrepreneurs build the next generation of online learning, analytics, and campus management solutions on the
AWS Cloud. The accelerator is designed to enable EdTech startups to move faster with specially tailored benefits.
EdStart helps EdTech entrepreneurs build secure, smart, scalable, and cost-effective solutions.

The program comprises 2 program levels:

The AWS EdStart Innovators Tier

is intended for the earliest stage EdTech startups.

The AWS EdStart Member

level caters to AWS EdStart Innovators have advanced
their business and are working with customers.

To get started with EdStart, visit the site linked above to read about what it involves, then click the ‘Become a
Member’ button at the top of the page. This takes you through a simple, quick application form to fill in about
your business. Once your application is approved, you can begin using EdStart straight away.

AWS Experience Tel Aviv on Floor28

AWS Experience Tel Aviv is a purpose-built space specifically designed for early-stage entrepreneurs where they
can access free digital and physical tools and advice with the help of in-person technical and business guidance
via workshops.




Startup founders can approach AWS experts by reserving a place at upcoming events or arrange a 1-2-1
online expert meeting to get any technical or business questions answered

Examples of Top Startups that use AWS
AWS is used by companies of all sizes around the worldwide, but it has been used by some famous startups who
have gone on to see incredible growth.

Those companies include:

Some of these companies are now among the famous brands in the world, but they were able to get started by using the
tools and services available through AWS.

Testimonials and reviews
Read what other Startups thought about AWS Services:

We offer a truly global lending platform with AWS that
runs smoothly for our Tier One banking customers with
zero downtime. That’s a good sign of success for us.

Matthias Born
Initially, the appeal of AWS was the ease of managing and
customizing the stack. IIt was great to ramp up more servers

Chief Technology Officer and Co-founder of Trade Ledger

without having to contact anyone and without minimum usage
commitments. As our company continued to grow, so did our
reliance on the AWS Cloud and now, we've adopted almost all
of the features AWS provides. AWS is the easy answer for any

Being able to deploy all this capacity to Amazon EC2

Internet business that wants to scale to the next level.

Spot Instances enabled us to significantly improve the
performance of Wix sites.

Nathan Blecharczyk

Dimitri Krassovski

Co-founder & CTO, Airbnb, Inc.

Systems Engineer, Wix

Using AWS Aurora, we could build a longer-term strategy

We see a lot of opportunities in the scalability of our

for how we were dealing with data and do more strategic

products because we were built for a global market

thinking for long-term projects.

on AWS from day one.

Jason Harvey

Ryan Zhou

Principal Engineer, Reddit

Cofounder and COO, CoinJar

Our expertise
At TechMagic, we have extensive experience building
startups on AWS. Our development is focused on three
keys:
scalability, 

security

serverless.

Being professional in services like AWS Lambda, API
Gateway, AWS Dynamo DB, and AWS Step Functions, we
achieve a scalable and cost-efficient infrastructure setup
and automatic scaling to increase agility and optimize
costs.

Certifications 

& Badges

If you’re interested in building
secure and scalable apps on
AWS — TechMagic is your

reliable partner.
What we do:
DevOps practices implementation

Migration to AWS

Our specialists accomplish a scalable and cost-effective
infrastructure architecture by utilising services such as
AWS Lambda, API Gateway, AWS Dynamo DB, and AWS
Step Functions.



We provide effective cloud migration services to
businesses in various sectors, as cloud migration is one
of the most crucial stages toward building a successful
and ever-expanding corporation. 



We promise you can trust us with sensitive user data
because of our extensive experience and certified skills.
Implementing DevOps practices leads to better, faster,
more efficient, and higher-quality software.

You gain all the benefits of agility, scalability and costoptimization.

Managed DevOps services

Infrastructure audit

We examine business objectives in detail, identify
roadblocks, and deliver the best way to match your
business needs with technical regulations.



We specialised assessments of workloads against best
practices as the project's desired result, how we will
measure success, and the project development challenges.



DevOps-managed services bring value to the product by
facilitating and speeding up the delivery process and
allowing developers to focus on specific tasks and goals.

TechMagic engineers evaluate your data systems that are
already in place to verify that your IT infrastructure meets
the legal security standard.

More information about our services you can find on our website

techmagic.co/aws

Typical
Flow

#1

#2

Initial meeting

Technical meeting

 Intro Business problem
presentatio
 Attendees: DM, SM, client
 Duration: 30-60 minutes

 Review initial scope and existing
processeF
 Requirement scoping
 Discovery phase approva7
 Attendees: DM, SM, clienB
 Duration: varies

#3

#4

#5

Discovery phase

Proposal approval

Start of cooperation

 Technical scope review,
capacity planninv
 Creation of communication
plan, RACI matrix, roadmai
 Creation of proposa7
 Duration: varies, typically
7-14 days

 Contract signinv
 Required access
grante
 Attendees: DM, SM,
CFO, client tea
 Duration: varies

 Team intr¹
 Begin iterative work
based on roadmap

Let’s look at the actual use cases from
TechMagic experience with building
startups on AWS.

Acorn-i it’s an Intelligent platform, founded by exAmazon employees and eCommerce experts, to
provide an effective omnichannel approach to electronic
commerce. It empowers brands online presence and
maximises return from e-commerce investments.

We built a Serverless API for the web app and delivered
refactored data pipeline automation through AWS Cloud
Development Kit. As a result, the data platform became
testable, more reliable and simple-to-use. It helped us to
increase the performance of the existing solution by 15
times!

The platform gives users access to Amazon search
analytics, real-time performance tracking, wellstructured data, advertising and promotions.

We migrated from Serverless Framework to AWS Cloud
Development Kit (AWS CDK) for part of the system called
The Data Platform. It allowed us to support the creation
of custom resources and AWS Glue tables.

To extend other AWS services with custom logic, we invoked Lambda functions and currently, our solution has 300K+
AWS Lambda invocations per day.

Learn more about this case:

"We've been extremely pleased to develop solutions on the AWS stack with our
ongoing relationship with TechMagic. Their specialisation and consulting in the AWS
Serverless Framework and underlying Serverless Technologies has speeded up our
product development many times. I’d gladly recommend TechMagic to my network."

MATTHEW AKINO-WITTERING Technical Product Lead, Acorn-i

The primary business challenge for Elements.cloud
was to create fully-tolerant, secure, GDPR-compliant
process visualization and management SaaS product for
Fortune 5000 companies that will have integration
with Salesforce.
The main technical challenge for Elements.cloud was to
implement highly customizable process mapping and
visualization web tool with auto-scalable and fullytolerant back-end architecture on AWS.

lso, we executed a shift from EC2 instance to partial
serverless architecture, using AWS Lambda. Due to this
transition, we made Elements solutions more cost
efficient with a lower need for infrastructure
support.
A

n back-end

O

n a result, we implemented a concept of highlycustomizable diagrams with complete version control

We executed successful data migration from
SQL to MongoDB which resulted in more
flexibility, less code, fast and optimized backend

I

applied Redis software for locking certain parts
of data.

created different security groups for different
application layers.

installed appropriate instance types for various
services.

We decided to have a strong focus on Serverless,
thus we conduct the majority of operations using
AWS Lambda serverless app

Learn more about this case:

"With TechMagic, I have been working for almost 4 years. Providing development and
DevOps skills and architecting our solution on the AWS platform, they have become
our core strategic partner of Elements.cloud. TechMagic helped drive the increasing
use of delivery capabilities such as VPC, EC2, Lambda, Cloudfront, WAF and the use of
CloudFromation, Code Pipeline, Deploy.

The main element they built AWS Inspector with capabilities.”

Adrian King

CO

-FOUNDER AND CTO AT ELEMENTS.CLOUD

Ready to start working
with TechMagic?
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Ross Kurhanskyi
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